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i Making public health exciting

ii Ten-minute chat

It can be exhausting chasing around looking for all the answers to help with your particular veterinary business. But at the LONDON VET SHOW it’s all here. Whether you are newly qualified or are a bit longer in the tooth come and be exposed to all the very latest wisdom, with more than 400 exhibitors and a comprehensive 150-seminar-and-conference programme, you can immerse yourself in a whole world of animal care and find exactly what you need to take your business forward in leaps and bounds.

Over two packed days, the London Vet Show exhaustively covers the worlds of companion, equine, farm and business. Delivering seven clinical streams of world-class CPD, all programmed by the Royal Veterinary College and British Veterinary Association to dramatically enhance your practice and personal performance, this is the show every vet should attend. You’d be bucking mad not to.

WOOF! TO BOOK, VISIT LONDONVETSHOW.CO.UK OR CALL US ON 02476 719 687 USING CODE VR3.
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